UCCA’s partner - Operation White Stork – packed 5,000 IFAKs in Ivano-Frankivsk, thanks to UCCA’s support. They will now be delivered to a national guard brigade in eastern Ukraine!
UCCA purchases various Motorola communication systems...
...and UCCA’s in-country volunteers deliver the communication systems to troops defending Ukraine in the Zaporizhzhia Oblast.
UCCA purchased & delivered vital batteries needed for frontline communication systems.
In preparation for the upcoming Fall – UCCA continues to distribute jackets...
...to various units defending Ukraine
UCCA continues to supply our freedom fighters with critically needed non-lethal military assistance thanks to donors like you.
UCCA portable generators are delivered to the Kharkiv and Kherson regions.
#SupportUkraine

For over 18 months, UCCA has been procuring and delivering humanitarian & medical aid and non-lethal military assistance worth over $35million to help alleviate the challenges Ukraine continues to face due to Russia’s unprovoked genocidal war.

UCCA would like to sincerely thank all our financial supporters and in-kind contributors and hopes it can count on your continued generous support!

UCCA earned a 2023 Platinum Seal of Transparency, the highest award from the charity rating organization Candid. Formerly known as Guidestar, Candid is the world’s largest source of information on nonprofit organizations. Out of all nonprofits registered in the United States, only roughly 6% receive the Platinum level of transparency.